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Customer correspondence for docket 20210015. 

Angela Calhoun 

From: Alan Westphal <west2892@yahoo.com> 
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Comment to Public Service Commission about Florida Power & Light: 

CORRESPONDENCE 
5/13/2021 
DOCUMENT NO. 04040-2021 

FPL is wasting huge amounts of money on placing concrete poles. They should be forced to use that money to install 
underground lines instead. There will definitely be a category 5 hurricane in south Florida in the future . The concrete poles 
may withstand more pressure, but the lines will still go down. A total underground system can not be ruined by a 
hurricane. FPL could have put in many neighborhood lines underground, with the huge amount of money wasted on 
concrete poles. Shameful waste. When FPL finally puts the lines underground, all those concrete poles will need to be 
destroyed at great cost and labor. 

Secondly, FPL is putting up Solar Farms too quickly. In 10 years these panels will be obsolete and need to be replaced 
with panels that will actually collect enough energy to be useful. They need to be stopped from further installations, until 
the panel technology is perfected. Why should customers pay the high price for the solar energy produced by these 
premature panels and then have to pay again to have them destroyed and replaced with panels that are actually 
financially useful? 

FPL is not working in the "Best interests of their Customers", but rather wasting customer money, to do everything wrong 
and then waste more to do it right in the future. Please use 'common sense' and stop them. 

Thank you for the opportunity to give my common sense opinion. 

Larry Alan Westphal 

P.5. FPL encloses scams in with the bills sent out each month to try and talk 
customers into signing up for over priced services. To me it is a shameful business 
practice. 
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